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Why?  Unrecognized Bias.



Where can bias appear?

Planning

Data collection

Data analysis

Reporting

Algorithms

Thank you to CT Data Collaborative for 
this content on bias trough the project 
lifecycle.
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Key Issues

1) Institutions don’t acknowledge that bias is baked into 

administrative data (as a result of systemic inequities in 

the development and administration of policies and 

programs). 

2) Meanwhile, the public are rarely consulted in the 

development and use of data systems. 

3) And though data infrastructure can be a powerful tool to 

support equity-oriented reforms, equity is rarely 

centered as a core goal for data integration. 
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Centering Equity within Cross-
Agency Data Integration Efforts

Expert Panel report, Coming in January 2020

Some key questions guiding the work:

q How can governance structures be implemented to ensure a wide range 

of voices and oversight influence data access and use? 
q What are the consequences of excluding community voices during the 

IDS inquiry process? 

q What principles and mechanisms must be in place for inclusive 
engagement to be productive and meaningful? 

q What risks are involved in engaging communities in building and using 
data infrastructure? Are there stages of development at which this 

makes more or less sense? Might it increase the perception of risk to data 

partners?
q What decision points are most important to be informed by a broad set 

of community stakeholders? 



Broward County

Integrated Data System 

and Racial Equity 

Sue Gallagher, EdD

Chief Innovation Officer

Children’s Services Council of Broward County
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Bacon’s Rebellion

1674

• Slave Codes

• Violence to maintain 

racial hierarchy

• Message – Blacks are 

not human

• Protests & Resistance

Civil War 

1864

• Black Codes (Jim 

Crow)

• Violence to maintain 

racial hierarchy

• Message – Blacks 

should be separate

• Protests & Resistance

Civil Rights

1964

• Race Neutral Policies

• Violence to maintain 

racial hierarchy

• Message – Blacks 

behavior is wrong

• Protests & Resistance

Carol Anderson, Ibram X. Kendi

Origin & Evolution of Racism in the US

www.cscbroward.org



Hierarchy

Concentration of Resources

Structural Violence (unmet human needs)

Segregation

How does the shape of racism show up in integrated data systems?



History of Racism & Resistance in Fort Lauderdale
(Deborah Work, 2001)

www.cscbroward.org





Shifting from a White Dominance Lens 
to an 

Equity Lens
1. Understand the Dynamics of Historical and Structural Racism in the United States

2. Know the local history of racism/residential segregation in the geographic reach of 
the IDS

3. Know the racial history of law and policy in each data sectors

4. Learn about the racial bias in the data 



Data and Data Systems 
as 

Tools & Opportunities
for 

Growing Equitable Relationships & 
Communities



Broward Data Collaborative

Measure and contract around long-

term, cross-system, and two-

generational outcomes

1

2 Apply a racial equity lens to this 

enhanced outcomes-oriented 

contracting and IDS work

3
Empower providers and participants 

to be co-researchers in pursuit of long-

term outcomes

4

Share model of IDS-enabled, 

outcomes-oriented contracting at 

scale with State and nationally

GOALSPARTNERS



Vision: Broward’s Data Collaborative (BDC) 

integrates state and local data to contribute to the 

well-being of Broward’s children, families and 

communities. 

Mission: Through collective action, diverse research 

strategies, and the use of high quality data, BDC 

generates actionable intelligence that improves 

quality of life outcomes and community conditions. 
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BDC Vision & Mission



Community Participation Action Research (CPAR)

CPAR is an approach to research based on the idea that the people of a community possess 

expert knowledge about their lived experience and community conditions in a way that 

cannot be understood strictly through academic research. 

Enhance collaboration between community  members, community organizations, and 

researchers in every step of the research process

Action-oriented, taking the results and process of the research to drive social change

Relevant, as the community works together to define problems

Innovative, because community members understand best what resources already exist to 

go towards addressing their issues

Critical, awareness of institutional and structural racism.



CPAR Pilot in Broward County

Capacity building 
Workshops with Dr. Maria Elena Torre and 

Dr. Sarah Zeller-Berkman, 

Public Science Project, CUNY

March 2018 – Build Relationships / Design   

Project

April – June 2018 Data Gathering

July 2018 – Listening & Creating

15 youth 25 Community Partners



Child Welfare 
Juvenile 

Justice  

Behavioral 

Health

Note: Image from Free Child Institute 

Youth Adult Partnerships



Key Phases of CPAR

Ø Establishing a Research Team

Ø Group Knowledge Building

Ø Clarifying Topic, Questions, Audience, Purpose

Ø Deciding Methods – What Kinds of Data will be most  

useful for you? 

Ø Collecting Data

Ø Analyzing Data – Making Sense of what you’ve 

learned

Ø Creating Research Products



Public Science Project

(Broward, 2018)

Three Commitments 

1. Shift problems off the backs of individuals onto systems, structures and 

policies.

2. Social science as a mechanism to lift up a people - Action happens all 

along the way.

3. Engage Desire and Imagination



These numbers are me and I am more than these numbers

Data 

Stories

New 

Questions

Nurture 

Partners

hips

Best cure for 

the misuse of 

Big Data is 

telling Better 

Stories 

(Eubanks, 

2018)



Worries & Warnings

Ø Be aware of problematic dynamics

Ø Ideologies, assumptions, discourse arising from 

structural racism and prejudice

Ø “Objective Data”

Ø Blaming Individuals rather than looking at systemic 

conditions

Ø Focus on “Fixing Individuals” rather than systems



Youth Adult Partnering on Data Analysis & Research Recommendations



Data Whispering

Surprising

Troubling

Exciting

Repeated/Similar

Standout



Behavioral Health Video   https://youtu.be/KwZNSCuLes8

CPAR Research Products

https://youtu.be/KwZNSCuLes8


“ I went through this foster care group home]already and I would not want 

no one else to go through either so if it is my voice and my opinion can help 
other kids , I will do anything to make them feel more comfortable and safe.”-

Youth co-researcher

“ It has been difficult but it has made me more sensitive to others and their 

situation. I have met some amazing, compassionate people that has become 

my team.” –Youth co-researcher

Youth Reflections on CPAR Experience



“As a case manager in this field, you can sometimes forget how “abnormal” it 

is what most of these children experience and working on something that 
called out this injustices and unfair practices was refreshing and 

encouraging.” –Adult co-researcher

“ I have been working in the system for over 13 years, and was starting to 

feel burned out. I now realize my work is not done. I will continue exemplify 

and model the positive behavior our youth deserve.” – Adult co-researcher

Adult Reflections on CPAR Experience



Youth as Co-Researchers: 

Growing Equitable Relationships, Spaces & Communities

• Engage people whose data is in the system

• CPAR – design, collect, analyze & co-create products

• Center the lived experiences of people whose data is in the 

system

• Richly contextualize the data processes in history, 

structures, policies and participant stories

• CPAR research findings should be incorporated into the 

integrated data system of Broward County in the form of 

“youth driven community data.”



Basic Technological Design Principles

(Eubanks, 2018)

1. Does the tool increase self-determination and agency of the people?

2. Would the tool be tolerated if it was targeted at wealthy people? 

Imagine

How would a data-based system work if it was meant to encourage poor 

and working class people to use resources to meet their needs in their own 

way?

What would decision making systems that see poor people, families and 

neighborhoods as infinitely valuable & innovative look like? 

Data is a power relationship (our Data Bodies, 2019)

IDS & Racial Equity Questions



Cultural Humility 

(Tervalon & Garcia, 1998)

Address bias and privilege of researchers

vDemonstrate openness

vExamine their own biases

vAddressing power dynamics

vCommitting to authentic partnership

Page 246 What Works: Harnessing Data for America’s Communities

IDS & Racial Equity Questions



1. Use Racial Equity Lens in your IDS

2. Have RE experts on your  IDS leadership team team (historians, 

sociologists, anthropologists, etc)

3. Do a power analysis of your processes & relationships 

(https://www.racialequitytools.org/module/power-analysis)

4. Ask what do data points are leave out?

5. Be comfortable with not knowing – focus on learning together

IDS & Racial Equity Questions



Questions? 
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